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 Type Studio Project 
 
 Level Undergraduate: first, second, and third year 
 
 Duration 4-5 weeks 

 
 Abstract Commonalities between all cultures are rites of passage such as birth, adulthood, 

marriage, and death. Death is one rite that exudes with culture specific meaning 
represented in color, symbology, and ritual. The graveside ceremony in America, 
however, has become an unrefined, mechanically orchestrated ritual stripped of 
cultural significance.  Often, the ritual site unconsciously emphasizes physical 
discomfort or limitations due to climate, elderly or disabled attendees, and site 
inaccessibility because of the terrain. Last rites are also debased with the use of 
metal folding chairs and a temporary tent. Ceremonial space and equipment should 
convey a cultural connection, dignity, and permanence instead of blandness, 
disregard, and temporality.  

 
To understand how other cultures experience death and interpret cultural 
symbolisms into their death ritual, students will research a selected culture’s death 
ritual and apply it to the creation of a culturally inspired, permanent, and accessible 
pavilion. 

.  
 Learning Objectives 1. Exploration of cause and effect when a form is manipulated by theories or 

concepts of spatial definition. The volume will incorporate three spatial scales 
(personal, monumental and intermediate) and it’s planes altered using dimension, 
visual detail, degree of symmetry, shape, location size of openings (DeLong, 1990) 
and light. 

 
2. Learning about culture through research, critical thinking, and creativity.  
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CIDA Performance Standards 
Standard 2. Global Perspective for Design (b, c, f, g)  (a) if altered to include 
sustainability.  
Standard 3. Human-centered Design. (a, b) 
Standard 4. Design Process. (a, b, c, d, e, & g) 
Standard 8. History. This standard could be included if project is altered. 
Standard 6. Communication. (a, b, c, d, e, & g)  
Standard 9. Space and Form (a, b, c)  
Standard 11. Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment, and Finish Materials (d) 
Standard 12. Environmental Systems (a, b) 
Standard 13. Building Systems and Interior Construction. This standard could be 
included if project is altered. 
Standard 14. Regulations and Guidelines (i) 1 
 

 
 Criteria Outside of a trip to a foreign country, creating opportunities to expose students to 

different cultures is sometimes challenging due to an instructor’s own unfamiliarity. 
The death ritual pavilion project, however, allows each student to select and 
research a culture’s death ritual, current or historic, through reputable sources - 
journal articles. Selection of a historic culture, versus a current one, is appropriate 
since historical context may have informed elements of current ritual passed down 
as tradition.   

 
Representation of a culture’s ritual and death symbolism in a structure acts as a 
creative vehicle to share findings with the class. Not only are the students exposed 
in detail to one culture, but they also become aware of multiple cultures’ rituals 
through peer review and the final presentation. 
 
The project empowers the student with the opportunity to define project goals, 
objectives, and necessary information to solve the problem. From multiple cultural 
symbols they decide, with the help of peer review, the most important concepts to 
pursue. Lastly, the death pavilion provides a truly unique opportunity for students to 
demonstrate their creative thinking abilities in a concise, yet intense, project. 
 
Intended course for delivery. The death ritual project would be appropriate for 
lower to mid level studios. With altered requirements, the project may also be used 
in courses emphasizing lighting, historical interiors, design for human behavior, 
construction methods, and sustainability. 
 
Entry skills. This project requires the following skills: hand drafting, including 
knowledge of scale, dimensioning, line weights and line types; creating 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Council for Interior Design Accreditation. (2014). Professional standards [PDF file]. Retrieved at http://accredit-
id.org/professional-standards/ 
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orthographic and paraline drawings appropriate to a project; sketching; rendering, 
model making, and presentation methods. The assignment also requires students 
to know word processing and presentation software. Delivery in sophomore and 
junior level courses might require the following software knowledge: 2D drafting, 
3D modeling, and digital rendering.  
 
Subordinate skills. This exercise allows concurrent development of the following 
skills: knowledge of spatial scale, dimension, visual detail, degree of symmetry, 
shape, location and size of openings, and ADA code requirements for accessible 
routes and seating areas. This project does not require prior knowledge of the topic 
area.  

 
 Process Pavilion Requirements 

Seated And Standing Space 
The pavilion must accommodate 30 people. The number of seated versus standing 
may depend on your culture’s ritual requirements. Standing area must be labeled 
and conveyed in plan and elevations with people. Seating will be conveyed through 
culture specific chairs, benches, etc. 
 
Space Parameters 
32 feet3 are the maximum requirements (DeLong, 1990). Your structure may not 
exceed these limits except to allow ramps for wheelchair access to elevated 
platforms and standing room. 
 
Structure Requirements 
The structure must provide, at a minimum, partial shelter from the elements as 
required by climate. Six flat rectangular planes joined at 90° with a conventional 
door will not be considered as a solution. Structural support of ceiling planes must 
be addressed in the appropriate drawings. Structure orientation, indicated by a 
north arrow, will be determined with the aid of a rough light study model. 
 
ADA Code Requirements 
Since many funeral attendees are elderly, consideration must be made for those 
with physical disabilities. Use ADA code symbology such as no steps for the 
accessible route, wheelchair turnarounds, clear floor space, ramps with handrails 
etc. This might not encompass all requirements, so please refer to your ADA code 
book.  
 
Natural and Artificial Light 
Light must be an inherent part of the design solution. Penetrations will allow natural 
light to illuminate the interior, and will ultimately determine the site orientation of 
the structure. Details on the in-class light study are provided under the rough 
model requirements. 
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Artificial sources must be selected for both the interior and exterior elevations and 
reflected ceiling plans. Fixture selections either must adhere to cultural aspects or 
be hidden from sight and enhance the architecture. They also must enforce the 
mood and provide general illumination when needed. Selection and placement of 
light on the exterior must showcase the architectural features. You may either 
design fixtures or select from manufactures. Provide actual manufacturers product 
photos for the final presentation. 
  
General Project Requirements: 
Drawing scale and scale indication 
All sketches and final drawings are to be completed at ¼”= 1’-0”. 
Ensure all sketches and drawings have people in them and scale is indicated. 
 
Labeling 
Incorporate and label all your sketches, final drawings, and presentation with 
materials, incorporated concepts of spatial definition (personal, monumental and 
intermediate spatial scales; dimension, visual detail, degree of symmetry, shape, 
location and size of openings) (DeLong, 1990) and 10 cultural topics (defined under 
research paper).  
 
Dimensioning 
This set of drawings is not intended as a construction set, but dimensions to convey 
code compliance, proof of adherence to minimum structure parameters, and ceiling 
heights is expected.  
 
Graphic Presentation Symbols 
In all sketching and drawing phases include the following: drawing titles and 
numbers, elevation symbols, and north arrow. Also indicate material types.  
 
Rendering 
Renders may be hand or digital and must convey the intended building materials. 
Elevations must include the representation of light, shade and shadow.  
 
Project Stages 
Proj1A Country/Culture Selection, Research Paper, Concept Statement 
Proj1B Sketches, Rough Models, Light Study, Discussion Board 
Proj1C Final Drawings and Renders 
Proj1D  Final Scale Model and Light Study 
Proj1E Final Presentation 
 
Proj1A : Country/Culture Selection, Research Paper, Concept Statement 
 
Country / Culture Selection and Discussion Board Posting 

Select a cultural death ritual other than current day, middle class American. The 
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death ritual can be past or present. For example, you could research British 
Victorian, Creole, American Indian, or Tanzanian customs. 
 
No duplicate cultures are allowed, unless they are from different time periods. 
You must post your selected culture to the online discussion board for others to 
see. Conditions for culture reselection are as follows: your topic is taken, 
difficultly in finding information, or the waiting period for journal articles 
exceeds Project 1A deadlines.  

 
Research Paper (3 pages) 

From the research, gather, evaluate, and apply appropriate and necessary 
information and findings to propose how you will solve the problem of 
conveying cultural symbolism into the structure’s parameters.  
 
Identify and define relevant aspects of the design problem (goals, objectives, 
performance criteria). Use at least 10 or more of the following cultural topics to 
organize the paper: *funeral arrangements, *body preparation, *religious 
connotation, *symbolism, *color of mourning, *rituals, burial timeframe, burial 
arrangements, body viewing, mourning period, grieving process, family and 
friends responsibilities, annual death celebrations, types of grave markings, 
celebration of life or mourning of death, and any addition peculiarities. 
*Address all Items with an asterisk.  
 
The style format will be APA, double space, font size 12, plain font style, with a 
cover page, headings, in-text citations and references.  

 
Concept Statement 

Based on your research, create a concept statement that expresses how cultural 
color, light, symbology (and any other culture specific element or principal), and 
burial ritual will be used to create a structure for administering last rites. Each of 
these elements has a purpose, so be specific  

 
Proj1B: Sketches, Rough Models, Light Study, Discussion Board 
Sketches 

Demonstrate divergent creative thinking skills by sketching a minimum of 5 
different structures that convey your concept statement and the project 
requirements. Show multiple views of each structure to convey concepts of 
spatial definition and incorporation of cultural topics.  

 
Rough Models 

Select 2 of your best-sketched structures and create 2 rough models of your 
best schematic sketches. This model is to represent the bare envelope of the 
Death Ritual Pavilion. The only interior furniture or architectural features 
required would be those intended as a focal point of a light shaft. 
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Craftsmanship will not be graded, but the model must be constructed of white 
materials, be standing, somewhat well constructed and complete to fully 
benefit from the light study. 

 
Light Study 

The light study will be of a true East to West trajectory of the sun and be used 
to determine site positioning and indication of the north arrow. Using a drafting 
lamp in a darkened room as a light source, photos will be taken at sun positions 
of 7:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m., and 8:00 p.m. If season is important to the ritual, adjust 
the morning and evening times. Fire sources may be conveyed through an 
orange or red string light and will require a penetration in the structure for the 
intended location. You may select a winter or summer season for light 
positioning. Reposition the model until the light play meets its intended interior 
purpose. Use the photos for analysis and enhancement of the final design. 
Incorporate the pictures into the final presentation with labels. E.G winter 12:00 
p.m. 

  
Discussion Board  

Discussion board might be accomplished through traditional means (writing 
and images), recorded audio, or short videos. Post all sketches and rough 
model photos to the online discussion board along with your concept 
statement and an introduction to your culture’s death ritual for group peer 
review. For three of your best structures, discuss your understanding of the 
principals and elements of design, three spatial scales, and other project 
specific concepts. Ensure the options are clear by labeling them accordingly.  
 
Respond to others’ original posts within assigned groups. Respond to each 
structure by referring to its option number. Provide at least two positive 
comments and two helpful suggestions per option (don’t forget comments 
about the light study photos). Again, demonstrate your understanding of the 
principals and elements of design and project specific requirements within your 
comments. Demonstrate convergent thinking skills by rating three options 
based on which you think are best. Finally, demonstrate combinatorial thinking 
by merging elements from two or more structures to create a new option.    

 
Proj1C: Final Drawings and Renders 

Final drawings include a plan, reflected ceiling plan, interior and exterior 
elevations, and an axon. Render the following drawings: plan, (2) interior and (2) 
exterior elevations, and the axon. For the axon, choose a view where the roof 
structure and the two most prominent sides are represented.  

 
Proj1D: Final Scale Model and Light Study 

The final model is to represent the bare envelope of the structure with all 
specified penetrations. Intended thickness for all structures must be present. 
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Construction cleanliness (cuts, glue visibility, ect.) will be a factor. Appropriate 
materials include white 1/ 8” foam core, white Bristol board, balsa wood 
painted white, or white cotton fabric. Provide no provision for color or 
indication of materials. A final light study is required. 

 
Proj1E: Final Presentation 

Provide an educational presentation on the death ritual of a selected culture 
and the pavilion it inspired. Support your design decisions based on cultural 
and burial ritual influences. Include all project phases, research bullet points, 
and lighting selections. Finally, reflect on your project’s strengths and 
weaknesses and discuss what you’ve learned. 
 
Any presentation software with audio, video, and slide incorporation capability 
may be used, but ensure it translates into a universal video viewing media. 
Select a thematic background and culture specific music to accompany the 
presentation. Create and record student scripted audio portions for 1/4 to 1/2 
of the presentation. Ensure all images will appear with appropriate image 
quality, brightness, and contrast for viewing both on the computer and 
projection screens. 

 
 Presentation Method  Before beginning the project phases, lectures on general death ritual topics, space 

and scale, and site orientation and sun projection are delivered. References are 
provided for these topics. 

 
 Evaluation Evaluation guidelines should access adherence to project requirements and the 

creativity used in interpreting the culture’s ritualistic symbolism. More weight 
should be focused on the following project phases: Proj1B sketches, rough models, 
and discussion board; Proj1C final renders; Proj1D final scale model, and Proj1E 
final presentation.      

 
 Credits  The author would like to thank the Design Thinking faculty at Radford University (Dr. 

Holly Cline, Dr. Joan Dickinson, Dr. Lori Anthony, Kathleen Sullivan, Dr. Steve 
Arbury, and John O’Connor) for the opportunity to have a new lease on life and 
design. A special thank you to Mrs. Kelly Weems Cobb for permission to publish her 
student work.  
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Abstract 

The funerary practices of Ancient Greece are “Greek” to many individuals.  The ancient 

Greeks, like any culture, developed a funerary system in response to the inevitable. The 

following pages explore the commonalities and rituals of the próthesis and the ekphorá.  

Laments, gravesite monuments, and practices after the burial will also be discussed.   

 

Concept Statement: 

 

A formal, refined edifice incorporating classical elements will be created using the Greek ideal  

 

of symmetry, order, and proportion.   
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Ancient Greek Funerary Practices and Laments 

It’s “Greek” to Me 

“Don’t abandon me, don’t leave me behind, unwept and unburied, lest I become a 

visitation upon you from the gods” (Alexiou, 1974, p. 4).  Found in Homer’s Odyssey, these 

were the words of Elpenor as he greeted Odysseus in the Underworld. After falling from a roof 

in a drunken frenzy, Elpenor’s body had been left unburied and un-mourned. It was extremely 

important to have a proper burial in Ancient Greece—Alexiou (1974) explains that it was a 

matter of human dignity and a “privilege” of the dead.   

The ancient Greeks, like many societies, responded to the inevitable through mourning 

rituals. Mourning was essential after death only; if one were to weep for someone before death 

occurred, despite the probability of death, it was considered a bad omen (Alexiou, 1974, p. 4). At 

the moment of death, the psyche, or spirit of the deceased, was said to leave the body as a “small 

puff of wind” (Department of Greek and Roman Art, 2003). The deceased was then prepared for 

an elaborate burial ritual that consisted of three parts: the próthesis, the ekphorá, and the 

interment of the body or cremation.  These rituals were an opportunity to display one’s wealth 

and family pride (Shopkorn, 1996). 

Alexiou (1974) describes the laying out of the body: the próthesis.  Also known as the 

wake, the próthesis was a public ceremony in early Greece. The wealthier the family, the more 

opulent was the wake. The próthesis was a time in which friends and relatives would visit the 

body to mourn or to pay their respects.  They would wear black clothing in honor of the dead 

(Bagwell, 2001). The next of kin was responsible for closing the eyes and mouth of the dead. It 

became common to place a coin on the corpse’s mouth to pay Charon for passage across the Styx 

into the Underworld. The women of the house washed and anointed the body with oil.  They then 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/dbag/hd_dbag.htm
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dressed it in a white shroud—in wedding attire if the dead were newly married.  Hair was 

arranged as the person had worn it while living, and a modest necklace and earrings adorned a 

deceased woman. The body was then placed on a bier (a high bed with a mattress, cover, and 

pillow) with the feet facing toward the door or outlying street, so as to facilitate the exit of evil 

spirits.  To further ward off evil, the body was strewn with wild marjoram, celery, and other 

herbs.  The body was then laid on vine, myrtle, or laurel leaves.  The head was ornamented with 

laurel and celery garlands.  The decking of the body with leaves and herbs served to help the 

dead on his journey to Hades. A bowl of water was placed at the door for mourners to cleanse 

themselves after contacting the corpse.  It became custom to hang a cypress branch over the door 

to notify any passers-bys of the presence of the dead (Alexiou, 1974, p. 5). Ancient Athenian 

funerary paintings depict this scene at the próthesis:   

The father waits at some distance to greet the guests who are arriving to pay their last 

respects and to take part in the funeral procession. Meanwhile the kinswomen stand 

round the bier, the chief mourner, either mother or wife, at the head, and the others 

behind.  Other women, possibly professional mourners, are sometimes grouped on the 

other side, but it is rare to find men, unless they are close relatives, as father, brother or 

son. (Alexiou, 1974, p. 6) 

The chief mourner held the corpse’s head with both hands.  The men raised their right arm, and 

the women encompassed the bier with different postures. Other mourners held both hands above 

their heads, sometimes striking their own cranium or pulling out hair. These acts were all part of 

the lamentation ritual, and they suggest that lamentation consisted of wailing, singing, and 

movement.  The próthesis scene may have resembled a dance accompanied by the music of an 

aulós (reed-pipe).  Spoken laments held specific imagery, often comparing the death of an 
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individual to nature: “See what a time you have chosen, my Charos, to take him, to take 

blossoms from the mountains and flowers from the plains” (Alexiou, 1974, p. 197).  Another 

example of an ancient Greek lament is as follows:  

What shall I send you, my dear one, there in the Underworld?  If I send an apple, it will 

rot, if a quince it will shrivel, if grapes they will fall away, if a rose it will droop.  So let 

me send my tears, bound in my handkerchief. . . (Alexiou, 1974, p. 204). 

After the próthesis, the ekphorá, or funeral procession, began. 

  The bier was carried on a wagon drawn by two horses; if the family was poor, the body 

would be carried to the gravesite by the men attending the funeral (Shopkorn, 1996).  

Kinswomen, professional mourners, and armed men followed the body to the gravesite.  

Wailing, as Alexiou (1974) points out, was forbidden by law during the ekphorá.  The funeral 

procession usually took place just before dawn. The wealthy were buried with many of their 

possessions—gold, swords, pottery, and jewelry, to name a few. A corpse may have been 

cremated and placed in an urn within a tomb—the wealthy may have chosen a heroic style 

burial, oftentimes burying the body alongside of weapons or sacrificed horses (Bagwell, 2001).   

In remembering the dead, the living created a type of immortality for the deceased.  

Wealthy Greeks built monumental earth mounds, rectangular tombs, and elaborate stones (stelai) 

and statues to mark the grave—this ensured that the deceased would be remembered.   These 

monuments had an inscribed epitaph and reliefs depicting the life of the deceased and family 

members.  Funerary statues and stelai were painted brightly with reds, blues, greens, and black.  

The poor Greeks did not have such luxuries to mark their final resting place—a mound of earth 

with no headstone (Department of Greek and Roman Art, 2003). According to Alexiou (1974), 

women regularly visited the gravesite with offerings, including libations, small cakes, milk, 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/dbag/hd_dbag.htm
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honey, and the first-fruits of the crops. “Offerings were brought to the tomb on the third, ninth, 

and thirteenth days, after one year, and on certain festivals to propitiate the spirits of the dead” 

(Alexiou, 1974, p. 7).  

 The funerary process in ancient Greek times was extremely important.  Not only did it 

allow family and friends to cope with and mourn the death of a loved one, but it also was a right 

given to the dead.  The lament was one of the most important and personal of all the rituals 

performed in the funeral.  It is only fitting to conclude with an ancient lament: “. . . for you were 

their greatest glory while you were alive.  But now, Death and Fate have come upon you” 

(Alexiou, 1974, p. 173). 
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Example of Greek vase depicting the funerary process (Department of Greek and Roman Art, 

2003). 

    

Grave monuments as seen in Ancient Greece (Department of Greek and Roman Art, 2003). 

  

 

 

 

http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/dbag/hd_dbag.htm
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/dbag/hd_dbag.htm
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/dbag/hd_dbag.htm
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Death Ritual Pavilion – student examples 
 
Proj1B sketches, rough models, light study 
 

sketches 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

rough models & light study 

 
  Summer  7:00 a.m.    Summer  12:00 p.m.    Summer  7:00 p.m.   



Proj1C final drawings, renders 

     

           



 
 
 
Proj1D final scale model, light study 

 
 Summer  7:00 a.m.       Summer  12:00 p.m.        Summer  7:00 p.m.   



Proj1E final presentation (partial) 
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